**AGRICULTURE**

- **AGRICULTURAL TRADE-(INDIA)**

1. PATIL, Santosh L
   Prospects of agri-business in India.
   **Agriculture-Agricultural Trade-(India).**

- **CRUELTY TO ANIMALS-(TAMIL NADU)**

2. KARTHIKEYAN, Aparna
   JalliKattu, local breeds and more.
   Highlights the tussle between people and the Government over JalliKattu issue in Tamil Nadu.
   **Agriculture-Cruelty to Animals-(Tamil Nadu).**

- **DAIRYING-(INDIA)**

3. MURRAY, L C
   Floods and revolutions: Revisiting India's Dairy Sector.
   **Agriculture-Dairying-(India); Flood.**

- **DOMESTIC ANIMALS-(INDIA)**

4. KOHLER-ROLLEFSON, Ilse
   Shifting Camel cultures.
   Deals with the saving of Camels, developing a market for its milk and milk products in India.
   **Agriculture-Domestic Animals-(India).**

- **FARMERS’ SUICIDE**

5. DAS, Sudhansu R
   Andhra and Telengana farmers suicides on rise despite credit support.
   Raises concern over rising incidents of farmers' suicide in Andhra Pradesh and Telengana.
   **Agriculture-Farmers' Suicide.**
-FISHING AND FISHERIES-(GOA)
6. SOMYAJI, Ganesha and COELHO, Joanna P
   Fissures of blue revolution: The Ramponkars' response to mechanised fishing in Goa.

   Discusses the problems being faced by Ramponkars, the traditional fisher folk due to following mechanized fishing in Goa.
   **Agriculture-Fishing and Fisheries-(Goa).

-FOREST MANAGEMENT AND POLICY-(KARNATAKA)
7. RAJALAKSHMI, T.K.
   Subverting FRA.

   FRA: Forest Rights Act.

   Expresses concern over defeat of Forest Rights Act, 2006 for the survival of tribal people and forest dwellers of Bantanala forest area in Kanakapura taluk of Ramanagara district in Karnataka.
   **Agriculture-Forest Management and Policy-(Karnataka).

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY-(INDIA)
8. THORAT, Ovee
   Shaping landscapes through development interventions.

   Discusses the brief history of management and development interventions by various departments at Banni landscape in Gujarat.
   **Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-(India).

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY-(MADHYA PRADESH)
9. JITENDRA and KUKRETI, Ishan
   Not a minor lapse.

   Critically analysis the Government's irregularities made in trade of tendu leaf in Madhya Pradesh.
   **Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-(Madhya Pradesh).

-LAND ACQUISITION-(ANDHRA PRADESH)
10. CHAKRABORTY, Achin
    Private interests & public resistance.

    Focuses on the displaced persons protest for compensation under the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 in Andhra Pradesh and Odisha.
    **Agriculture-Land Acquisition-(Andhra Pradesh); Odisha.
-**LAND ACQUISITION-(JHARKHAND)**

11. DESHMANE, Akshay
Losing in India.

Deals with the problems of the farmers whose land were acquired for Industrial projects in Jharkhand.
**Agriculture-Land Acquisition-(Jharkhand).**

-**LAND ACQUISITION-(MADHYA PRADESH)**

12. TRIVEDI, Divya
Solar betrayal.

Draws attention towards villagers, who lost their land due to the solar power plant set up by Welspun group(left) in Neemuch district of Madhya Pradesh.
**Agriculture-Land Acquisition-(Madhya Pradesh); Solar Energy.**

-**LAND ACQUISITION-(TELANGANA)**

13. KUNAL SHANKAR
Act undone.

Focuses on the challenges being faced by Chief Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao regarding take over agricultural lands for an expansive “industrial park” in the Chief Minister's home district of Medak in Telangana.
**Agriculture-Land Acquisition-(Telangana).**

-**PEST CONTROL-(INDIA)**

14. JITENDER
India roots for Methyl Bromide, upsets many.

Analysis the implications of India's demand that all agro-based imports be fumigated with Methyl Bromide, a substance banned in most of the countries, for other countries' trade with India.
**Agriculture-Pest Control-(India); Agricultural Trade.**

-**POULTRY**

15. GHOTGE, Nitya Sambamurti
What is good about milk, meat and eggs ?

Discusses the nutritious value of animal food by applying various methods of animal rearing in India.
**Agriculture-Poultry; Dairying.**
BIOGRAPHIES

-RAO, UDUPI RAMACHANDRA

16. SUBRAMANIAN, T S

Satellite man.

Pays rich tribute to Prof. U.R. Rao (1932-2017) who was the architect of Aryabhata, the first satellite that India built, and a key figure in ISRO’s rise to international recognition.
**Biographies-RAO, Udupi Ramachandra.

-YASH PAL

17. JAYAN, T.V.

For the love of science.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.34(No.16), 2017(18.8.2017): P.40-42.

Pays rich tributes to Indian scientist and Padma Vibhushan Awardee Professor Yash Pal (1926-2017).
**Biographies-YASH PAL.

CENSUS AND POPULATION

-POPULATION STATISTICS-(INDIA)

18. SAHA, Shrestha and PAUL, Kalosona

Evolving patterns of child sex ratio in India.
**Census and Population-Population Statistics-(India).

-SURROGATE MOTHER

19. ALOK PRASANNA KUMAR

Rethinking the Surrogacy Bill.

Calls for redrafting of Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2016.
**Census and Population-Surrogate Mother.

COMMERCE

-INTERNATIONAL TRADE-(INDIA-CHINA)

20. LINGAMURTHY, S

Bharatiya festivals: China makes inroads.
ORGANISER (NEW DELHI), V.69(No.9), 2017(27.8.2017): P.40-41.

Holds an opinion that China is illegally dumping its products during the festivals seasons in India.
**Commerce-International Trade-(India-China); Cultural Festivals.
21. MUKHERJEE, Arindam  
Wallets to stop bullets.  
Deals with the trade relations between India and China.  
**Commerce-International Trade-(India-China).  

COMMUNICATIONS  
-MOBILE PHONES  
22. DAMANIA, Sunil  
Disruption in telecom sector.  
Expresses concern over the recent disruption caused in the Telecom sector on launching of Reliance Jio smart phone in India.  
**Communications-Mobile Phones; -Telecommunications.  

COMPANY AFFAIRS AND MANAGEMENT  
-CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY-(INDIA)  
23. MURTHY, N R Narayana  
Ideals know no boundary.  
Emphasises the need for entrepreneurs to act ethically for enhancing the country's economic prosperity with particular reference to India.  
**Company Affairs and Management-Corporate Social Responsibility-(India); Companies Finance.  

CONSTITUTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW  
-CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT-(JAMMU AND KASHMIR)  
24. NOORINI, A.G.  
Rape of Article 370.  
Describes the autonomy of Jammu and Kashmir under Article 370 of the Constitution and imposition of State law bringing the tax structure in line with the tax system all over India.  
**Constitution and Constitutional Law-Constitutional Development-(Jammu and Kashmir); Taxation.
DEFENCE

-ARMY

25. SHUJAAT BUKHARI
Machil encounter case: Dashed Hopes.

Deals with the Army court martial awarded life imprisonment to five army personnel, including a Colonel, in 2015 for faking an encounter in the border area of Machil in Kupwara district of Kashmir to kill three civilians in 2010.
**Defence-Army; Court Martial.

ECONOMIC GROWTH

-ECONOMIC SURVEY

26. SADHNA

APTA: Asia Pacific Trade Agreement.
**Economic Growth-Economic Survey; Regional Trade Associations; APTA.

-ECONOMIC THOUGHT AND THEORIES

27. GOYAL, Ashima
Abductive reasoning in macroeconomics.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.52(No.33), 2017(19.8.17): P.77-84.

Analyses the some specific anomalies and the developments in macroeconomic theory.
**Economic Growth-Economic Thought and Theories.

-POVERTY

28. KSHETRI, Nir
Will blockchain emerge as a tool to break the poverty chain in the global South?
THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1710-1725.

Highlights the applications and uses of blockchain for economic, political and social transformation so as to reduce poverty in developing countries.
**Economic Growth-Poverty; Corruption.
EDUCATION

-HIGHER EDUCATION-(UNITED STATES)


Discusses the reasons behind declining standard of education in universities in the United States.
**Education-Higher Education-(United States).

-PRIMARY EDUCATION-(INDIA)

30. HISAKO AKAI and SARANGAPANI, Padma M
Preparing to teach: Elementary teacher education at a District Institute.

Highlights the significant role of District Institutes of Education and Training education in revitalising elementary teacher education in India with particular reference to Maharashtra.
**Education-Primary Education-(India); Teachers; Technical Education.

-TECHNICAL EDUCATION


Discusses the importance of using technology to revamp education system.
**Education-Technical Education; Information Technology; Educational Reforms.

-TEXT BOOKS

32. ZIYA US SALAM
Distorting history.

Raises concern over introducing Chapters on Vinayak Damodar Savarkar by marginalizing even Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru in History text books prescribed in the schools in Rajasthan.
**Education-Text Books; History.
ELECTIONS

-(GUJARAT)

33. DEKA, Kaushik
Congress 'Sultan' lives for another battle.

Applauds by the Indian National Congress Party on the victory of Ahmed Patel in the Rajya Sabha elections in Gujarat.
**Elections-(Gujarat); Rajya Sabha.

-ELECTION TECHNIQUE AND METHOD

34. QURAISHI, S.Y.
‘Free and Fair’ possible by proxy?

Highlights the challenges ahead for the Election Commission to maintain transparency in the election process to be undertaken abroad for non-resident Indians.
**Elections-Election Technique and Method.

ENERGY

-COOKING GAS-(INDIA)

35. PANDEY, Kundan and Othes
India steps on the gas.
DOWN TO EARTH (NEW DELHI), V.26(No.7), 2017(31.8.2017): P.34-41.

Analyses the benefits of cooking gas connection provided under the Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana in villages of India.
**Energy-Cooking Gas-(India); Rural Development.

-POWER PLANTS-(CHINA)

36. MANDVI SINGH
China cleans up its act.

Applauds China for making a remarkable transition to low emission from its coal-based thermal power plant, with strict emission norms and effective implementation.
**Energy-Power Plants-(China); Air Pollution; Environment Protection.

-SOLAR ENERGY-(INDIA)

37. KALSOTRA, Rajan
On track to miss target.

Holds an opinion that India is unlikely to reach its rooftop solar power generation target of 40 GW by 2022 due to various reasons.
**Energy-Solar Energy-(India).
ENIRONMENT

-ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

38. ARNE HARMS
   Citizenship at Sea: Environmental displacement and state relations in the Indian Sundarbans.
   ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.52(No.33), 2017(19.8.17): P.69-76.
   Raises concern over coastal erosions in the Sundarbans which poses number of problems for indigenous people to reclaim their rights.
   **Environment-Environment Protection.

-FLOODS-(ASSAM)

39. TALUKDAR, Sushanta
   Assam's sorrow.
   Draws attention towards unprecedented floods which caused devastation to life and property in 29 districts of Assam.
   **Environment-Floods-(Assam).

-FLOODS-(INDIA)

40. Goswami, Subhojit
   Warned, yet unprepared.
   DOWN TO EARTH (NEW DELHI), V.26(No.7), 2017(31.8.2017): P.14-16.
   Gives a critical appraisal to management schemes failed to implement in floods prone States in India.
   **Environment-Floods-(India).

FINANCE

-BANK CREDIT

41. CHANDRA SEKHAR, C P
   All talk and no action.
   Emphasises the needs for resolving the problems of bad loans in the Banking Sector in India.
   **Finance-Bank Credit.

-TAXATION-(INDIA)

42. NARANG, Uma
   Goods and Service Tax: Way ahead.
   **Finance-Taxation-(India); Goods and Service Tax.
43. SIMI, V and Others
   Impact of GST on Indian economy.

   GST: Goods and Services Tax.
   **Finance-Taxation-(India); Goods and Services Tax.

HISTORY
   -(INDIA)
44. AMBROSE PINTO
   Christian contribution to the freedom struggle.

   Applauds the significant and unique contribution of Christian community to the nation in freedom struggle of India.
   **History-(India); Freedom Movement.

45. Nayar, Kuldip
   Seventy years of joy and pain.

   Remembers the history of India's partition on the occasion of Independence day.
   **History-(India).

-FREEDOM MOVEMENT-(INDIA)
46. ANIRUDH SUBHEDAR
   Politics over national movement.

   Gives an opinion about Congress's role in Quit India Movement.
   **History-Freedom Movement-(India); Political Struggle.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
   -INDUSTRIAL POLICY-(TELANGANA)
47. PUNNAIAH, A
   Appraising Telangana's 2015 industrial policy.
   **Industrial Development-Industrial Policy-(Telangana).

-TEXTILE INDUSTRY-(INDIA)
48. GUPTA, Arbind
   Weaving long-term growth.

   Applauds the Government for setting up taskforce to increase foreign investment in textile industry in India.
   **Industrial Development-Textile Industry-(India); Foreign Investment.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

-(INDIA-CHINA)

49. VIJ-AURORA, Bhavna

Border's an infra-push away.

Highlights the Government's move to improve road and rail connectivity between India and China borders to enable quick mobilisation of troops and better defence.
**International Relations-(India-China); Transport; Defence.

-(INDIA-Pakistan)

50. BHARDWAJ, Brij

Opportunity to start dialogue in Kashmir lost.

Expresses concern over shrinking space for any dialogue to resolve the Kashmir issue in the light of prosecuting the leaders of Hurriyat Conference for receiving funds from Pakistan through Hawala channels.
**International Relations-(India-Pakistan); Political Development-(Jammu and Kashmir).

51.

Don't hold your breath: Prospects for peace.

Stresses on peaceful solution for better relationship between India and Pakistan.
**International Relations-(India-Pakistan).

52.

Elephant in its labyrinth.

Comments on India's nationalist and authoritarian dynamism to deal with its tricky neighbour Pakistan.
**International Relations-(India-Pakistan).

53.

Post-partum depression: History of the conflict.

Focuses on the history of disputed area "Jammu" between India and Pakistan.
**International Relations-(India-Pakistan); Terrorism-(Jammu and Kashmir).
54. RODENBACK, Max
   Hissing cousins.

   Discusses about India and Pakistan's relationship.
   **International Relations-(India-Pakistan).

-FOREIGN POLICY-(INDIA)

55. CHAKRABARTI, Shantanu
   Global South rhetoric in India's policy projection.
   THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1909-1918.

   Focuses on the role of India as one of the 'Global South' leaders in world politics.
   **International Relations-Foreign Policy-(India).

56. MOLLER, Bjorn
   India and the Responsibility to Protect.
   THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1921-1928.

   Discusses about "Responsibility to Protect" an emerging norm of international relations with special focus on India.
   **International Relations-Foreign Policy-(India); International Law.

57. SCHMIDT, Johannes Dragsbaek
   Internal and external constraints on foreign policy in India:
   Exploring culture and ethnic sensitivities.
   THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1894-1905.
   **International Relations-Foreign Policy-(India).

58. UNNITHAN, Sandeep
   No more Chinese whispers.

   Highlights the challenging phase of India's foreign policy towards China, Pakistan and the United States.
   **International Relations-Foreign Policy-(India); International Relations-(India-China); Pakistan; United States.

-INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES-(INDIA-CHINA)

59. JOSHI, Manoj
   Dateline Xinadu.

   Discusses about India-China border crisis.
   **International Relations-International Boundaries-(India-China).
LABOUR AND LABOURING CLASSES

-MANPOWER-(INDIA)

60. SAJI NARAYANAN, C K

From conflict to confluence.

Discusses about declining status of labour market since the advent of Globalization in India.
**Labour and Labouring Classes-Manpower-(India).

-MANPOWER-(UNITED STATES)

61.

You're fired: Work culture in Silicon Valley.

Highlights the prevailing work culture and exploitation of women at work place in the United States.
**Labour and Labouring Classes-Manpower-(United States); Crime against Women.

LAW AND JUSTICE

-JUDGES-(INDIA)

62. MAJUMDAR, Ushinor

Just leeward of liberal....

Deals with the profile of Dipak Misra, the 45th Chief Justice of India.
**Law and Justice-Judges-(India).

-JUDICIARY AND LEGISLATURE-(BANGLADESH)

63. HAROON HABIB

Judiciary vs Parliament.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.34(No.16), 2017(18.8.2017): P.63-64.

Deals with the Supreme Court of Bangladesh recently scrapped a constitutional amendment that gave the country's Parliament the power to remove Supreme Court judges for incompetence or misconduct.
**Law and Justice-Judiciary and Legislature-(Bangladesh).

MIGRATION

-IMMIGRATION-(WEST ASIA)

64. SHAMSHER ALAM

Structural analysis of Indian diaspora in West Asia.
**Migration-Immigration-(West Asia); International Relations-(India-West Asia).
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
-(BOSNIA)

65. LAVIC, Senadin
Truth and reconciliation struggle in the Balkans.

Highlights the truth about political matrix of ethnic-religious struggle in the Balkans, Bosnia.
**Politics and Government-(Bosnia).

-(MIDDLE EAST)

66. MABON, Simon
Sovereignty bare life and the Arab uprisings.
THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1782-1794.

Examines the relationship between rulers and ruled along with the fragmentation of the sovereign state in post Arab Uprisings Middle East.
**Politics and Government-(Middle East).

-CASTE POLITICS-(INDIA)

67. BAJPAI, Vikas
Continuing debate on the 'annihilation of caste": Understanding tensions between Ambedkarites and Communists.
**Politics and Government-Caste Politics-(India); Marxism; AMBEDKAR, Bhimrao Ramji.

-COMMUNALISM

68. GOYAL, D.R.
Communal challenge to free India: Some reminiscences and reflections.

Examines the reasons behind rising of communalism in India.
**Politics and Government-Communalism.

-LIBERALISM

69. BHAGAVAN, Manu
Towards a strategic vacuum.
OUTLOOK (NEW DELHI), V.57(No.34), 2017(21.8.2017): P.78-80, 82.

Focuses on India's vision of Liberalism under International framework of political and civil liberties.
**Politics and Government-Liberalism; Global Warming; Terrorism; World War.
-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT

70. KETAKI, Kalinga
Impact of political socialization on democracy.

Discusses the impact of political culture on society.
**Politics and Government-Political Development; Political Sociology; Socialism.

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(BIHAR)

71. GURINDER SINGH
Nitish: Tame surrender.

Raises concern over dramatic collapse of the 'Mahagathbandhan' in Bihar.
**Politics and Government-Political Development-(Bihar).

72. JOSHI, Yashwardhan
Nitish gives up national ambitions to hold on Bihar.

Highlights the prevailing political situation after collapse of 'Mahagathbandhan' in Bihar.
**Politics and Government-Political Development-(Bihar).

73. RAMAKRISHANAN, Venkitesh
Power games.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.34(No.16), 2017(18.8.2017): P.4-10.

Highlights the recent political scenario of Bihar.
**Politics and Government-Political Development-(Bihar).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(JAMMU AND KASHMIR)

74. JOLLY, Ajit
Mahagathbandhan in the valley?

Highlights the beginning of a grand coalition of regional parties in Jammu and Kashmir.
**Politics and Government-Political Development-(Jammu and Kashmir); Political Parties; Regional Politics.

75. KRANTI, Vijay
'Kashmiri colonialism' and a handmaid assembly.

Recollects the historical moment of creating Jammu and Kashmir State Assembly and the problems faced by the people of Jammu and Laadakh, popularly known as 'Kasmiro-colonialism'.
-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(NORTH EAST REGION)

76. GEORGE, T HAOKIP
   Kuki Chieftainship in democratic India.

   Draws attention towards continuing practise of traditional
   chieftainship system by Kukis from North East India in contrast to
   the democratic systems in rest of the country.
   **Politics and Government-Political Development-(North East Region);
   Local Self Government.

-POLITICAL PARTIES

77. VIJ-AURORA, Bhavna
   In the singular: Hum ek, Hamare Shoonya.

   Describes about coincidence or civilizational wisdom of 'single' atop
   political leaders in India.
   **Politics and Government-Political Parties; Legislators.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-BHARATIYA JANATA PARTY

78. BALASHANKAR, R
   Recto spective.

   Discusses the importance of political ideologies in the context of
   the landslide success of Bharatiya Janata Party and the Rashtriya
   Swayamsevak Sangh observed in Lok Sabha as well as Vidhan Sabha
   elections since 2014.
   **Politics and Government-Political Parties-Bharatiya Janata Party;
   Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh; Political Philosophy and Ideologies-.

-POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY AND IDEOLOGIES

79. IRFAN HABIB
   On parallel, shining paths.

   Discusses about political philosophy and ideologies of Gandhi and
   Nehru.
   **Politics and Government-Political Philosophy and Ideologies;
   Gandhism; Indian National Congress; NEHRU, Jawaharlal.

80. SIMEON, Dilip
   Idea and its mutant.

   Describes the political ideology of "Left" parties around the world.
   **Politics and Government-Political Philosophy and Ideologies;
   Marxism.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

-E-GOVERNANCE

81. MITTAL, Sanjiv
E-governance in rural India.
Discusses the objectives and importance of e-governance for rural development in India.
**Public Administration-E-Governance; Rural Development.

82. SANGHI, Sunita and KHURANA, Sakshi
Rural transformation and digital technology.
Highlights the impact of digital revolution on employment and skill development in rural India.
**Public Administration-E-Governance; Rural Development.

-LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT-(HARYANA)

83. PRAGYA SINGH
Old boys stalked by modern times.
Comments on Khap Panchayat's voluntary support to stalking victim in Haryana.
**Public Administration-Local Self Government-(Haryana); Crime against Women.

-TERRORISM-(JAMMU AND KASHMIR)

84. GUPTA, Anil
Purge terror network for peace.
Emphasises the need to take strong action against terror networks based in Jammu and Kashmir.
**Public Administration-Terrorism-(Jammu and Kashmir).

85. JAIBANS SINGH
Stand up and be counted.
ORGANISER (NEW DELHI), V.69(No.9), 2017(27.8.2017): P.24-25.
Stresses on the need for the people of Jammu and Kashmir to cooperate and appreciate the Armed Forces for safety of the State and India as a whole.
**Public Administration-Terrorism-(Jammu and Kashmir); Army and Civil Relations.
PUBLIC HEALTH

86. STEVENSON, Michael
   PATH: Pioneering innovation for global health at the public-private interface.
   THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1873-1886.

Highlights Seattle-based ‘PATH”, one of the world's largest not for profit organisations focused on improving health through public-private collaboration in low-income countries.
**Public Health; Joint Sector.

-HOSPITALS

87. CHAKRABURTY, Smita
   Fire at AMRI: Need for Legislation on corporate culpability.

Emphasises the need to formulate an appropriate legislation on corporate manslaughter in the light of the recent judgment by the Calcutta High Court scaling down charges against one of the prime accused in the AMRI hospital fire case.
**Public Health-Hospitals; Fire Accidents; High Court-(West Bengal); Judgement; Crime and Criminals.

-NUTRITION

88. CHOUDHARY, Neetu
   India’s slip on Global Hunger Index.

Raises concern over serious levels of nutritional deprivation among children of India as assessed by Global Hunger Index in 2016.
**Public Health-Nutrition; Poverty.

RELIGION

-RELIGIOUS CONVERSION

89. SRIVASTAVA, Amitabh
   Tribal warfare, again.

Highlights the salient features of the proposed new Religious Independence Bill which would invite charges of fanning religious polarisation in Jharkhand.
**Religion-Religious Conversion.
90. VISHVANATHAN, V V
   Jihadi romeos spread jitters.
   ORGANISER (NEW DELHI), V.69(No.9), 2017(27.8.2017): P.34-35.

   Draws attention towards the prevailing issue of "love jihad" in Kerala.
   **Religion-Religious Conversion; Women.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT
   -RURAL ECONOMY
91. ROY, Madhura
   Smart villages: A way forward.
   KURUKSHETRA (NEW DELHI), V.65(No.10), 2017(Aug. 2017): P.31-34.

   Focuses on the schemes run by the Union Government to make smart villages in India.
   **Rural Development-Rural Economy.

-RURAL EDUCATION
92. KATHURIA, Tanu and MUKHERJEE, Abhishek
   Digital rural revolution: Rethinking education.

   Discusses the important role of Digital rural education in alleviation of poverty and gender discrimination in villages of India.
   **Rural Development-Rural Education; Digitization-(India); Information Technology.

-RURAL EMPLOYMENT
93. ASHOK PANKAJ
   Shift in MGNREGS from UPA to NDA.
   ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.52(No.33), 2017(19.8.17): P.59-68.

   MGNREGS: Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme;

   Compares the approach of the UPA and NDA Governments towards implementation of the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme.
   **Rural Development-Rural Employment.
**RURAL EMPLOYMENT-(JHARKHAND)**

94. NIYOGI, Deepanwita
   Welfare interrupted.
   Discusses the problems being faced to link Aadhar-MGNREGA in Jharkhand.
   **Rural Development-Rural Employment-(Jharkhand); AADHAAR.**

**SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY**

- **INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**

95. SAMEERA SAURABH
   Revolutionizing Indian Agriculture: Use of ICT.
   ICT: Information and Communication Technology.
   Highlights the importance of Information and Communication Technology in agricultural marketing in India.
   **Science and Technology-Information Technology; Rural Education; Rural Development; Agricultural Trade.**

**SOCIAL POLICY AND PLANNING**

- **BACKWARD CLASSES**

96. VIJAYA KUMAR, P
   Fenced by the thread.
   Draws attention on the prevalence of casteism in Kerala polity despite augmentation of several social reform movements took place during 20th century.
   **Social Policy and Planning-Backward Classes; Caste Politics; Social Change and Condition.**

- **CASTE CONFLICTS**

97. GIRI, Saroj
   From ‘Uprising’ to ‘Movement’: Dalit resistance in Gujarat.
   Raises concern over caste-based social antagonism in Gujarat.
   **Social Policy and Planning-Caste Conflicts.**
-SOCIAL WELFARE

98. POORNIMA, M

Indian perspectives on social sector issues and sustainable development goals.

Discusses India's perspective on Social Sector with reference to UN's Sustainable Development Goals.
**Social Policy and Planning-Social Welfare; Sustainable Development Goals.

-VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN-(KERALA)

99. ARATHI, P M and ATHIRA, P M

Legislation to practice: An analysis of domestic violence cases from Kerala's lower courts.

Explores the interference of law helping the suppressed women to control and prevent family violence in India particularly in Kerala.
**Social Policy and Planning-Violence against Women-(Kerala); Courts.

-WOMEN

100. DALVIE, Suchitra

Right to safe abortion.

Emphasises the need for amending the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971.
**Social Policy and Planning-Women; Abortion.

101. FLAVIA AGNES

Double jeopardy.

Needs for special provision to be added in Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 on abortions for victims of sexual abuse and women suffering from multiple vulnerabilities, including disabilities.
**Social Policy and Planning-Women; Abortion.
-WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT

102. BAMEZAI, Gita

Changing conditions of women in digital age: Possibilities and prospects.

Focuses on the launching of 'Digital India Programme' by the Government of India with the vision to transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.
**Social Policy and Planning-Women and Development; Digitization-(India).

SPEECHES AND ADDRESSES

-YECHURY, SITARAM

103. YECHURY, Sitaram

Let us All stop degeneration of the country, Immediately ban vigilante organisations.

Raises concern by CPI-M General Secretary Sitaram Yechury in Rajya Sabha over increasing incidents of lynching and atrocities on minorities and Dalits across India.
**Speeches and Addresses-YECHURY, Sitaram; Communist Party of India(Marxist).

TRANSPORT

-CIVIL AVIATION

104. SRIDHAR, V.

Bowing to privatisation.

Expresses concern over privatisation and merger of Air India and Indian Airlines.
**Transport-Civil Aviation.

-RAILWAYS

105.

Fast-tracking privatisation.

Focuses on Government's move to take redevelopment programme for Railway stations through public-private partnership in India.
**Transport-Railways; Joint Sector.
UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
- ILO-(AFRICA)

106. BERNARDS, Nick
   Global governance of informal economies: The International
   Labour Organisation in East Africa.
   THIRD WORLD QUARTERLY (LONDON), V.38(No.8), 2017: P.1831-1842.
   **United Nations and International Organisations-ILO-(Africa);
   Economic Growth.

- UN SECURITY COUNCIL-(INDIA)

107. DEEPIKA
   Barrier to India's permanent seat in UN Security Council.
   **United Nations and International Organisations-UN Security
   Council-(India).

WATER MANAGEMENT
- DRINKING WATER-(UTTAR PRADESH)

108. TIWARI, Rashmi
   Inequality sufficiency and sustainability of urban drinking
   water in Uttar Pradesh.
   **Water Management-Drinking Water-(Uttar Pradesh).

- IRRIGATION SYSTEM

109. VAGGU SAIDULU
   Evaluating Mahatma Gandhi lift irrigation scheme in Telangana.
   **Water Management-Irrigation System; Agriculture-(India).

- WATER CONSERVATION-(GOA)

110. VENKATESH, Shreeshan
   Road to nowhere.

   Holds an opinion that intensive infrastructure projects in Goa are
   threatening a unique wetland system that protects the State from
   flooding.
   **Water Management-Water Conservation-(Goa); Floods; Infrastructure.